Currently,along with the rapid development of search engine and it towards the direction of the commercialization step by step, special search engine technology arises at the historic moment.In this article, according to the principle,model and indexers of search engine tool of Lucene, we design a search engine system. In this system, a user can input a text in front of home page of this website, the system will use Ajax technology to match the search content automatically.And then it will show search results in the form list below the drop-down. At the same time we can click search, it will highlight the search content and display in jsp page. Actually,it has absoultely meaning in realistic.
Introduction
Search engine is a basic Internet navigation tools,it can help users to find the target information from the Internet, search engine technology is complex and the security of core technology is secreted, which makes the search engine development have a high threshold. However, the emergence of lucene changes the present situation.
Lucene is not a complete full-text search engine, but a set of the apache software foundation supports .It provides for full-text search and searches for open source into the type library.It can also add index ability to applications and provides for the search ability.
The great influence of Lucene not only because it is developed by the pure java,but also because its realization system no matter what architecture or code realization, has its unique feature and basic performance ,which can meet the general retrieval system requirements. It provides a series of api, it is able to fulfill the document pretreatment, filtration, analysis, indexing and retrieval sort. It also maintains efficient and simple characteristics and ensures developers can free custom and combine all kinds of core function. Lucene can easily be utilized in many systems.
Lucene System Structure
The fundamental principle of Lucene is index retrieva through the prepared realization index file, it improves a user retrieval of response speed. We can see that Lucene system is composed of 3 major parts from figure 1,which are basic structure encapsulating structure, index core and external interface. The direct operation index file of index core is the focus of the system. Lucene divides all the source code into seven modules as depicted in figure 1 .
Another characteristic of performance of Lucene in system structure is its introducing the traditional client server architecture outside of the application structure. Lucene can be used as a runtime liberary which is included into the application itself, and not as a single index server existence. Naturally,it is attributed by Lucene open source feature points, but it is also reflected on the original intention of the Lucene in writing.It provides a full text indexing engine architecture, not realizing. 
The overall structure of design
This design is a search engine which based on lucene 3.6, before we start to design, we must prepare things as many as possible. First, we create appropriate corresponding data tables in the sql server 2005 database; Secondly, open myeclipse 9.0 to establish the java web project WebIndex and then import related jar, especially the one connect to database: sqljdbc4.jar, just as depicted in figure 2
Fig 2 .Project in myeclipse
Third,we should deploy the project WebIndex into Tomcat Server, run WebIndex in it,we will see the home page as depicted in figure3. 
Index Subsystem
We habitually regard index system as the basis of search engine and it is role is irreplaceable.This system makes a servlet class ,then calls the connection class of Dao to implement the index operation which the whole information are based on databases.We must first create an object when we implement this step,for example Instantiation JDBCConnection object,set a variable of boolean to judge the index document whether created or not,then create a IndexWriter object,and then store the inquery results in the Document class object of writer. To realize the core code about Lucene index are as follows: public class LuceneIndex{ Conn=new JDBCConnection( ); boolean flag=false; String sql="select *from net"; try{// the method of createFolder is to create the name path IndexWriter writer = new IndexWriter(createFolder(path), analyzer,true); //set the Index file generated maximum writer.setMaxFieldLength(100000); ResultSet rs = conn.executeQuery(sql); while (rs.next( )) { //set stored document object Document doc = new Document(); // set id value for storage doc.add(new Field("id", rs.getString("id"), Field.Store.YES, Field.Index. ANALYZED)); //set title value for storage doc.add(newField("title",rs.getString("title"),Field.Store.YES, Field.Index. ANALYZED,Field.TermVector.WITH_POSITIONS_OFFSETS); doc.add(newField("content",rs.getString("content"),Field.Store.YES,Field.Index. ANALYZED,Field.TermVector.WITH_POSITIONS_OFFSETS); doc.add(newField("address",rs.getString("address"),Field.Store.YES, Field.Index. ANALYZED)); writer.addDocument(doc); }writer.close( ); flag=true; }catch (Exception e) { e.printStackTrace( ); } finally { conn.closeConnection( ); } return flag; }
Search KeyWord Subsystem
Search key word subsystem is the central of the entire search engine.In this design ,we will input a text in front of home page of this website,the system will search the key word in the sql server 2005 database,at the same time,it will use the technology of Ajax to display the matched information about key word in the form below the drop-down list, just as depicted in the figure 5. The StandardAnalyzer is utilized in the system. 
Conclusion
In this article ,we design and implement a search engine system which is based on Lucene and J2EE technology of servlet,jsp.We introduce Lucene and search engine breifly to let readers understand about them.This system can stable operation.It is in line with the investigation of the principle of search engines and has definte practical significance .However, the system still needs to be improved in some places, such as the accuracy of the search results, the search algorithm to improve search speed and so on.
